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Abstract
Expansion of trinucleotide repeats, such as CAG/CTG repeats, is the cause of several
neurological disorders and can result from mistakes during DNA replication and repair. These
expanded CAG repeats create sites of chromosome fragility that are prone to breakage and
require repair. There are several mechanisms linked to maintaining repeat fidelity, but a role for
the DNA damage tolerance pathway called translesion synthesis (TLS) in suppressing repeat
fragility had not yet been investigated. In S. cerevisiae, more commonly budding yeast, Rad30
(pol η), Rev1, and Rev3/Rev7 (pol ζ) are the key polymerases in the TLS pathway, forming the
cellular machinery that allows replication to bypass lesions in DNA. Work from our lab has
shown that deletion of only one or two of the TLS polymerases had CAG fragility levels similar
to those of wild-type strains, suggesting that perhaps the polymerases can compensate for one
another when one or more is missing. This project proposed a systematic deletion of all TLS
polymerases in order to assess the role of TLS in preventing repeat fragility.
Additionally, a fourth polymerase of interest, Trf4 had been previously shown to also
protect against CAG repeat fragility. However, Trf4’s actual function is ambiguous because it
has two potential roles in the cell: one as a TLS polymerase and another in RNA processing. This
project examined both potential roles to determine which function is more important at CAG
repeats, which will either further implicate Trf4 as a TLS polymerase or disprove its function in
the TLS pathway entirely.
Introduction
Trinucleotide repeats (TNR’s) are short DNA sequences that occur naturally in the
genome. Research has shown that a trademark of several neurodegenerative diseases, such as
Huntington’s disease and myotonic dystrophy, is the presence of a large amount of repeated
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TNR’s, such as CAG/CTG repeats within a polyglutamine encoding region (Orr and Zoghbi
2007). These sequences can increase and decrease in the amount of repeated elements (termed
expansions and contractions, respectively), forming unwanted secondary structures, such as
hairpins, that interfere in key cellular processes, thereby contributing to genomic instability
(Mirkin 2007, Lenzmeier and Freudenreich 2003, McMurray 1999). Furthermore, these
expanded repeats become sites of chromosome fragility because they cause DNA breakage,
resulting in chromosome loss or rearrangement of genetic material (Usdin et al 2015).
The Translesion Synthesis Story
While it is still unclear how
expansions of these repeat
elements occur, errors in DNA
replication and repair have been
thought to be a potential source of
repeat fragility (Castel et al 2010,
Pelletier et al 2002, Usdin et al
Figure 1: Diagram of key players at a normal DNA replication fork
and pathways of PCNA K164 residue modification to signal one of
two DDT pathways: translesion synthesis by Rad6/Rad18-mediated
monoubiquitylation and template-switching by Rad5-mediated
polyubiquitylation. Star represents damaged base.

2015). Successful DNA replication
involves the highly coordinated

action of several proteins and co-factors to synthesize new DNA strands precisely and efficiently
at the replication fork (Figure 1). Some of these factors include the main DNA replicative
polymerases for the leading and lagging strands, pol ε and δ, respectively, as well a SUMOylated proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) sliding clamp that keeps the DNA polymerase
attached to the template strand (Frouin et al 2003).
Secondary structures that result from expanded CAG repeat sequences cause obstacles in
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the replication fork that need to be resolved. Due to the difficulty of replicating across highly
repetitive sequences of DNA or extended stalling of the replication fork leading to fork collapse,
the persisting lesions can lead to breakage events, thereby causing chromosome fragility (Usdin
et al 2015, Pearson et al 2005), and one possible mechanism of tolerating damaged bases is to
signal specific DNA damage tolerance (DDT) pathways to fix/synthesize past the breakage site,
thereby maintaining their genomic integrity.
There are three major pathways of
DDT: error-free template switching, errorprone translesion synthesis (TLS), and the
recruitment of other proteins to prevent
aberrant recombination (Figure 2). Here,
PCNA’s additional role at the replication fork
is highlighted: it associates with damaged
DNA to signal unique DDT mechanisms by
modification of its residues, specifically lysine

Figure 2: Diagram of DNA damage tolerance
pathways as a result of PCNA modifications. Yellow
circles represent Ub proteins, and the orange circle
represents recruitment of Srs2 protein as a result of
SUMOylation to prevent aberrant recombination
(Stallons and McGregor 2010).

164 and lysine 127. These PCNA modifications are implemented by distinct proteins/protein
complexes: Monoubiquitylation of PCNA K164 by the Rad6/Rad18 complex signals error-prone
translesion synthesis, further ubiquitylation of the same residue mediated by Rad5 signals errorfree template switching, and finally SUMO-ylation of K127 prevents Rad52-dependent
recombination during S phase (Moldovan et al 2007, Amara et al 2013, Boiteux and JinksRobertson 2013, Usdin et al 2015).
Research has shown that the error-free template switch pathway does occur at repeats to
repair gaps caused by both lesions and hairpins in template DNA because newly synthesized
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DNA from the opposite daughter
strand can invade the gap in the
damaged template strand to serve as a
template to fill in the bases across said
hairpin (Shishkin and Mirkin, House

Figure 3: Diagram of the error-free template switch path where
a newly synthesized lagging strand of DNA invades hole in
leading daughter strand to serve as template across gap.

and Freudenreich 2014) (Figure 3). On the other hand, it is known that the error-prone TLS
pathway can repair gaps caused by lesions, such as thymine dimers, because they have largerthan-normal active sites, allowing them to insert bases with low fidelity across from gaps, but it
was still unknown whether TLS is able to synthesize across secondary structures that are often
found in the presence of high CAG repeat sequences. Dixon and Lahue had already shown that
missing certain TLS polymerases (modeled in single mutants, rev7Δ and rad30Δ) had no effect
on expansions and contractions of CAG repeat sequences
– an indicator of genomic instability – but no
comprehensive fragility data existed yet for a systematic
list of TLS polymerase knockout mutants with longer
repeat tract lengths. Thus, this project sought to examine
TLS because it was unknown whether this DDT pathway
would affect fragility at CAG repeats.
TLS is essentially a mechanism for bypassing
Figure 4: Diagram of TLS pathway and
involved polymerases. TLS polymerases
are signaled by monoubiquitylated PCNA
at lesion (star) to replace the normal
replisome, incorporate random base pairs
across lesion and pol δ/ε can once again
return to proceed with normal replication.

base lesions; it functions by temporarily replacing the
normal DNA polymerase when the replication fork is
stalled at these obstacles (Woodgate 1999, Stallons and
McGregor 2010) (Figure 4). Upon DNA damage, Rad18
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recruits Rad6 to the DNA-bound PCNA, and Rad6 carries out the actual ubiquitin modification
of Lysine 164 on PCNA (Hoege et al 2002). The major TLS polymerases are as follows: Pol η –
Rad30 – and Pol ζ – Rev3/Rev7 complex and Rev1 (Sale 2013, Woodgate 1999). Rad30 is the
primary catalytic TLS polymerase that is recruited to the lesion by the monoubiquitylated PCNA
to temporarily displace the normal DNA replisome, bypass the lesion, and restart stalled
replication forks (Lehmann 2004). Rev1 is best known as a DNA polymerase that primarily
inserts a C nucleotide opposite of template G nucleotides and specific DNA lesions, but its role
in the TLS pathway is actually in its interactions with PCNA and the Rev7 subunit of Pol ζ
(Boiteux and Jinks-Robertson 2013, Waters et al 2009, Lahue et al 2007). Rev3 and Rev7 make
up the core heterodimer of Pol ζ, which is able to synthesize past a variety of lesions, although
these polymerases are typically Rad18-dependent (Boiteux and Jinks-Robertson 2013). Rev3 is
the catalytic subunit and Rev7 functions as an accessory subunit to enhance Rev3’s polymerase
activity (Waters et al 2009).
The implication of TLS as a possible DDT pathway in preventing repeat fragility arose
from research on Ctf18. Ctf18-RFC belongs to a family of alternative replication factor C (RFC)
protein complexes that load PCNA onto DNA during replication (Kim and MacNeill 2003, Waga
and Stillman 1998). Experiments with ctf18Δ mutants showed high fragility rates as well as
arrests in the S/G2 phases of the cell cycle, suggesting that Ctf18 somehow functions to replicate
or repair CAG/CTG repeats to prevent fragility (Gellon et al 2011). Additionally, in-vitro
biochemical assays have shown that Ctf18-RFC associates with PCNA and can load or unload
PCNA at a template-primer junction (Majka and Burgers 2004), suggesting that perhaps an
important interaction between Ctf18 and PCNA exists in maintaining repeat sequences.
Gellon showed that deletion of Rad5, a protein specific for the template switch repair
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Figure 5: (A) Average fragility data for ctf18Δ, rad5Δ, ctf18Δrad5Δ, rad6Δ. ctf18Δrad6Δ mutant could not be
created, suggesting lethality. Asterisk represents significant increase in fragility level over WT (p<0.05,
student’s unpaired t-test) (data by L. Gellon). (B) Average fragility data for mutants with modified PCNA
lysine164 residue in the absence or presence of Ctf18. Asterisk indicates significant increase over WT (data
from J. Nguyen).

pathway (Figure 1), in ctf18Δ resulted in fragility levels similar to that of ctf18Δ on its own,
placing Ctf18 upstream of this DDT pathway, but the deletion of Rad6, a protein specific for the
TLS pathway, in ctf18Δ was seemingly lethal since a viable transformant was never obtained
(Figure 5a). Furthermore, Ctf18Δ mutants with point mutations to PCNA residues (particularly
K164) that render it un-modifiable and consequently inhibit the recruitment of any DDT
pathways showed a synergistic increase in fragility (Figure 5b). This increase in repeat fragility
is possibly due to the combined effects of an unstable replication fork (as a result of the missing
Ctf18) and the lack of DDT pathways to tolerate or repair the errors made during replication (J.
Nguyen, L. Gellon and C.H. Freudenreich, unpublished data). Both data alludes to the hypothesis
that TLS may be required or prominent in the absence of Ctf18 in order to prevent repeat
fragility at CAG repeats. Ctf18 may be facilitating the bypass of hairpins that form from
expanded CAG/CTG repeats, creating gaps that would normally be repaired by template switch.
However, in the absence of Ctf18, TLS might become necessary to bypass the barrier to prevent
fork stalling and chromosome breakage.
7

With all the preliminary data pointing toward TLS as a potential DDT pathway for the
prevention of repeat expansion, this project took a closer look at the key players of the TLS
pathway: the TLS polymerases. Previous experiments have demonstrated that mutants lacking
only one or two of the TLS polymerases showed low CAG instability levels similar to those of
single mutants and the WT strain (Collins et al 2007, Daee et al 2007), which has led to the
belief that perhaps these polymerases can compensate for one another when one or more is
missing. Similarly, some research has shown that deletion of individual TLS polymerases
actually showed a decrease in rates of repeat expansions sequences (Dixon and Lahue 2002,
Freudenreich et al 1998). Currently, most data collected for TLS polymerase mutants is for those
with short CAG/CTG tract lengths (under 30 repeat elements), which may not be ideal for the
examination of TLS because these relatively short sequences may not even create a lesion that
would require TLS. There was also little information about whether the TLS pathway prevents
repeat fragility because most experiments examine repeat instability. Therefore, analyzing the
fragility in a rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ triple mutant with a CAG70 repeat length was undertaken to
specifically render the TLS pathway inactive without affecting other potential pathways,
allowing for an analysis of the contribution of TLS in protecting against repeat fragility.
The TRF4 Story
In addition to looking at the known TLS polymerases, this project examined another
polymerase of interest, Trf4. Trf4Δ single mutants exhibit high levels of recombination and
fragility (Gavaldá et al 2013; L. Verra, L. Gellon, and C.H. Freudenreich unpublished data),
suggesting a role in the maintenance of genomic integrity, but the actual mechanism by which
Trf4 does so is still ambiguous. Data from previous experiments suggests that trf4Δ fragility is
dependent on Rad6, perhaps functioning as a polymerase downstream of Rad6, the
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aforementioned protein that signals TLS (Wang
2002), because deletion of Rad6 in the trf4Δ
mutant background led to a suppression of the
increased CAG fragility originally observed in
trf4Δ (Figure 6, see Appendix Figure 4 and 5).
However, Rad6 is not specific to TLS as it has
other cellular functions, so it was uncertain
whether this suppression of fragility was due to
Rad6 being upstream of Trf4 or some unknown
mechanism. Additionally, the fragility rate for

Figure 6: Fragility for Trf4-containing mutants
trf4Δ, rad6Δ, rad5Δ, trf4Δrad5Δ, and trf4Δrad6Δ
(L. Verra, L. Gellon, and C. H. Freudenreich
unpublished data). Asterisk indicates significant
increase over WT.

trf4Δrad5Δ did not exhibit this same suppression phenotype, instead demonstrating fragility
levels similar to that of the single trf4Δ mutant, indicating that the Rad5-dependent templateswitch DDT pathway is not of importance here.
Most research on Trf4 highlights its function in RNA surveillance as a member of the
Trf4-Air1/2-Mtr4 polyadenlyation (TRAMP) complex (Pan et al, 2015) (Figure 7). In yeast, the
TRAMP complex is a heterotrimeric unit, consisting of poly(A) polymerase (either Trf4/Trf5), a
zinc-factor (Air1/Air2) that harbors the RNA binding domains thereby determining substrate
specificity of the complex, and an Mtr4 helicase that unwinds secondary RNA structures as well
as interacts directly with the nuclear exosome.
The nuclear exosome is signaled by
the TRAMP complex to degrade a variety of
Figure 7: Diagram of TRAMP complex and its major
components – Trf4/5, Air1/2, and Mtr4 – as well as its
interactions with the yeast nuclear exosome containing
Rrp6 and Rrp47 (Pan et al 2015)

non-canonical RNA substrates, but the
identity of the actual exonuclease within the
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yeast nuclear exosome that degrades these polyadenylated targets is still unknown. Rrp6, one of the
catalytic factors of the nuclear exosome, shows higher
activity on unstructured poly (A)-extended molecules
(Liu et al, 2006). Furthermore, crystollagraphic
analyses have shown that the N-terminal domains of
Rrp6 and Rrp47 form a groove that binds the Nterminus of Mtr4, thus associating with the TRAMP

Figure 8: Proposed model for how TRAMP
complex polyadenlyates RNA substrates and
targets them for degradation by nuclear
exosome (Wolin et al 2012).

complex (de la Cruz et al, 1998; LaCava et al, 2005; Vanacova et al, 2005; Wyers et al, 2005).
It is thought that the TRAMP complex enhances the specificity and efficacy of RNA
degradation by the nuclear exosome (Figure 8). Together, Trf4 and Air1 /2 recognize non-coding
RNA’s containing a protein-free 3’ extension and begin to oligoadenylate. As soon as a single 3’
A nucleotide is added, Mtr4 modulates the activity of Tr4 to favor the production of RNA’s with
short A tails. Binding by Mtr4 to the oligo(A) tail also helps to recruit the exosome to the RNATRAMP complex, and through its helicase activity Mtr4 begins to unwind the structured DNA as
the exosome begins to degrade the RNA (Wolin et al, 2012).
The Aguilera lab has shown that an accumulation of aberrant RNA products can lead to
the formation of unusual secondary structures, particularly R-loops, which has been observed in
trf4Δ mutants (Galvaldá et al 2013). An R-loop is an extended RNA:DNA hybrid that is formed
during transcription. It is unknown how these are exactly formed but certain DNA sequences are
more conducive to their formation (i.e. High GC content, which is relevant to CAG repeats), and
their accumulation leads to disruptive events like RNA pol roadblock and DNA damage, which
can lead to DSB or other breakage events, causing fragility (Figure 9).
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In yeast, there are two
ribonucleases (RNH) – encoded by
genes RNH1 and RNH201 – that can
bind to double stranded RNA and
RNA:DNA hybrids and digest the
RNA, so a deletion of one or both of
these genes could lead to an increased
Figure 9: Proposed models for how accumulation of R-loops
can cause disruptive events like RNA polymerase roadblocks
and DNA damage, inducing double stranded breaks or other
breakage events to cause fragility. RibonucleaseH (RnaseH)
binds RNA hybrids to digest the RNA strand, thereby possibly
eliminating R-loops.

level of R-loops and subsequently,
increased fragility levels. Lin et al
2010 showed that longer CAG/CTG

repeats lead to increased levels of R-loops and that knockdown of RNH genes in human cells led
to increased levels of contractions (Figure 10). Their proposed explanation was that during
transcription, when you have RNA polymerase in the
transcription bubble, it forms a stable RNA:DNA hybrid.
This leaves the non-transcribed strand as a singlestranded DNA that is more prone to forming secondary
structures because of the repeats. These structures might
recruit nucleases that recognize the structures and cause
breakage events, but the mechanism for this phenomenon
is still unknown. The data from Lin et al supports the
claim that an accumulation of R-loops from the
transcription of CAG/CTG repeats has an effect on
genomic instability, but this project sought to investigate

Figure 10: Model showing how stable
RNA:DNA hybrids formed during
transcription can cause formation of
secondary structures, thereby leading to
repeat instability (Lin et al 2010)
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whether the same claim could be made for repeat fragility.
Experiments in the Freudenreich lab have shown that
mutants lacking RNH exhibit increased fragility levels,
which, interestingly, is similar to the level of the single trf4Δ
mutant (A. Su and C.H. Freudenreich, unpublished data)
(Figure 11). Further experiments with Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) for the presence of R-loops at CAG
repeats confirmed that there is indeed an increased amount of
R-loops in RNH mutants. Both pieces of data suggest that Rloop accumulation could be a contributing factor to the
fragility levels seen in trf4Δ.
This project attempted to examine both Trf4 models to

Figure 11: Fragility data for trf4Δ single
mutant and rnh1Δrnh201Δ double
mutant lacking RNH activity. Asterisk
(*) indicates significantly increased
levels over WT (p<0.05, student’s Ttest). Both mutants exhibit similar
fragility levels (LV and AS data)

determine which mechanism is actually important in
protecting against repeat fragility by creating two different mutants, trf4Δrad18Δ (defective in
TLS) and pMet25-RNH1 trf4Δ (up-regulated for mRNA processing). From the TLS perspective,
Rad18 was examined because it works in complex with Rad6 to signal the TLS pathway, so if
Trf4 were a TLS polymerase, the same suppression in fragility observed in trf4Δrad6Δ should
be replicated in the trf4Δrad18Δ mutants. Additionally, a mutant containing TLS polymerase
knockouts in the context of trf4Δ was examined to determine whether Trf4 was in fact acting as
an additional TLS polymerase. From the RNA surveillance perspective, up-regulating the
expression of RNH1 in a trf4Δ mutant should compensate for the defect in RNA processing that
results from the absence of Trf4. And to provide further support for the R-loop hypothesis, the
amount of R-loops specifically at the CAG repeats in trf4Δ mutants was also determined.
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Materials and Methods
I. Mutant Strain Construction
1. Isolate marker gene from plasmid –
I first struck out the necessary plasmids from the lab stock: pFa-KANMX6 (CHF #136),
pFa-TRP1 (CHF #137), pFa-HIS3MX6 (CHF #138) on LB+Ampicillin plates and
incubated in 37°C for a 1 day growth period. Then, I extracted the marker gene DNA
from plasmid using Zyppy Miniprep kit. Then, I set up an overnight culture using 2.0mL
LB Broth media and 2.0uL of 50ug/mL Amp drug in preparation for the DNA extraction,
which was conducted according to the protocol for the Zyppy Miniprep kit. The DNA
that was isolated from the plasmid miniprep served as a template for a PCR amplification
to obtain the desired knockout fragment.

2. Obtain knockout fragment –

Figure 12: Schematic
diagrams of primer for PCR
amplification of knockout
fragments. Dark brown
segments represent 40bp
homology to sequences
directly upstream or
downstream of knockout gene
ORF. Purple segments
represent 20bp homology to
5’ and 3’ ends of marker gene
ORF (not to scale).

60bp primers with 20bp homology to marker gene and 40bp homology to flanking
sequences upstream and downstream of knockout gene open-reading frame (ORF) were
designed (Figure 12, see Appendix Table 1). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was
performed to amplify the desired knockout fragments containing the marker genes
according to the following procedure: For a single reaction, 7.55μL of sterile diH2O,
1.25μL 10x buffer w/o Mg2+, 0.75μL MgCl2, 1.25μL forward primer, 1.25μL reverse
primer, 0.25μL of dNTPs, and 0.1μL Sibenzyme were mixed in an Eppendorf tube. The
template DNA for this PCR was 1.0μL of a 1:100 dilution of the marker DNA from Step
I.1. PCR cycle conditions were as follows: 94 degrees for 5 min, 94 degrees for 20
seconds, 54 degrees for 1 min, and 68 degrees for 3 minutes, followed by 68 degrees for
3 minutes and subsequent cooling to 4 degrees, and finally 35 cycles of steps 2-4 in the
above protocol. PCR results were run out on 1% agarose gel + Ethidium Bromide and
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extracted using a Thermo Scientific GeneJet Gel Purification kit.
3. Transformation to knock out target gene and replace with marker gene –
The obtained knockout fragments were transformed into parent yeast strains containing
Yeast Artificial Chromosome (YAC) CF1 with CAG-70 repeats using the Lithium
Acetate transformation protocol (Table 1): parent cells were grown in YC-Leu-Ura liquid
media overnight, 500µL of cells were re-inoculated into 10mL YC-Leu-Ura for 4 hours at
30.0°C, spun down at 3000RPM for 5.0 minutes, the pellet re-suspended in 1mL diH2O,
and transferred to Eppendorf tubes. Then, the sample underwent a series of washes: Cells
were centrifuged at 3000RPM for 1.0 minute, supernatant eliminated, pellet re-suspended
in 900µL Solution A1, supernatant eliminated, centrifuged again at 3000RPM for 1.0
minute, supernatant eliminated, and pellet re-suspended in 100µL solution A. 25µL of
70% glycerol was added, and cells were stored overnight in -80°C overnight. In a new
Eppendorf tube, I mixed 100uL cells from previous day, 20uL knockout fragment DNA
from Step I.2, 10uL carrier ssDNA (denatured at 100oC for 5.0 minutes and iced for 2.0
minutes), and 600uL solution B2. Then, each sample was incubated in a roller drum at
30oC for 30.0 minutes, followed by the addition of 30uL DMSO, and heat shocked in
water bath at 42oC for 15 minutes. Then, the samples were centrifuged for 1 minute at
3000RPM, supernatant eliminated, and pellet resuspended in 120µL of YC-Leu-Ura
liquid media. Cell solution was then spread onto selective plate (missing the amino acid
corresponding to the knocked in marker gene). Plates were incubated at 30oC for 3 days
before checking for transformant colonies.
Table 1: Parent Strains and Knockout Markers Used for all Transformations

1
2

Mutant to Construct

Parent Strain #

Parent Strain Name

Knockout Genotype

rev1Δrad30Δ

CHF 3485, 3486

rad30Δ

Rev1::TRP

rev3Δrad30Δ

CHF 3485, 3486

rad30Δ

Rad30::HYG

rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ

CHF 3508, 3509

rev3Δrad30Δ

Rev3::KAN

rad5Δrev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ

CHF 3725, 3726

rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ

Rad5::HIS

rad18Δ

CHF 1628

WT

Rad18::TRP1

trf4Δrad18Δ

CHF 1977

trf4Δ

Rad18::TRP

Solution A (per 1 transformation) = 110uL LiAc + 110uL 10xTE + 880uL H2O
Solution B (per 1 transformation) = 480uL 50% PEG, 60uL 10x LiAc, 60uL 10x TE
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pMet25-RNH1 trf4Δ

CHF 3605

pMet25-RNH1 WT

Trf4::HIS

4. Verification of proper marker integration and true target gene knockout in mutants –
PCR (with the same conditions as listed in step I.2) was used to check colonies that grew
on selective plates from transformation. Three pairs of primers were used to check the 5’
and 3’ junction of the marker gene and the absence of the knockout gene ORF (Appendix
Table 1). An additional tract length PCR (with the same conditions as listed in step III.1)
was performed to ensure that verified true transformants maintained a tract length of 70
repeats. WT CAG-70 cells always served as a control.
II. MMS Sensitivity Assay
1. Preparing/growing cells for assay –
Strains needed for this assay were freshly patched on YC-Leu-Ura plates and incubated at
30oC for a 2-day growth period. Then, cells of each strain were inoculated in 1mL YCLeu-Ura liquid cultures and placed in roller drum overnight to allow for growth until
saturation.
2. Standardizing concentration of cells for spot assay –
Concentration of each saturated cell culture was determined by measuring the final
optical density (O.D. 500) of each culture. All cultures were then diluted to a final 1.0OD
with a total volume of 1mL using the equation C1V1=C2V2.
3. Spot assay protocol –
Serial dilutions of (10-1, 10-2, 10-3, 10-4, and 10-5) were made from the standardized 1mL
(100) cultures, and 10μL of each dilution was carefully spotted onto same corresponding
location on YC-Leu-Ura control plate and YC-Leu-Ura+0.08%MMS plate. Growth in
30oC incubator for 3 days was allowed before assays were analyzed.
III. Fragility Assay
1. Obtain colonies with CAG-70 tract length –
PCR following the CAG tract length protocol for single colonies of each strain was used
to find single colonies with tract length of 70: For each single colony, I mixed 5.80uL of
PCR H2O, 1.25uL 10x buffer w/o MgCl2, 1.25uL MgSO4, 2.5uL CG buffer, 0.625uL
newCAG forward primer, 0.625uL newCAG reverse primer, 0.25uL of dNTP, 0.2uL ID
polymerase enzyme, and small quantity of cells from single colonies. PCR cycle
conditions for FastTaq protocol were as follows: 94 degrees for 5 min, 94 degrees for 20
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seconds, 54 degrees for 1 min, and 68 degrees for 3 minutes, followed by 68 degrees for
3 mins and subsequent cooling to 4 degrees, and finally 35 cycles of steps 2-4 in the
above protocol PCR fragments were analyzed on 2% MetaPhor agarose + Ethidium
Bromide gel.
2. Fluctuation assay protocol –
10 colonies with the correct tract length were selected and a portion of each innoculated
in 1.0mL YC-Leu media and grown until the cells reached 6 to 7 divisions (~16 hours),
beginning with an O.D. of ~0.02 to 0.03 and ending with an O.D. of ~1.50 to 2.25. 100µL
of each liquid culture was then plated on FOA-Leu plates, and 100µL of each culture was
combined into one tube. 10-4 and 10-5 dilutions of these total cell mixes were plated onto
YC-Leu plates as controls. After 4 days of growth, I counted the number of colonies
found on each plate and then used the online Falcor program (Maximum Likelihood
Method) to calculate the fragility rate (# of breaks over total cell count) for a given
mutant.
IV. Chromatin Immunoprecipitation of R-loops at CAG repeat sequences
1. Preparation of cells –
Cells were grown in liquid YC-Leu media in floor shaker at 30oC, monitoring for
approximately 5-6 doublings (from an initial O.D. ~0.02 to final O.D. under 1.0)
2. Crosslinking DNA –
1.5mL of formaldehyde was added to the cell cultures and rocked gently for exactly 20
minutes, followed by the addition of 2.5mL of glycine (2.5M). Solution was centrifuged
at 3000rpm for 3 minutes at 4oC, supernatant eliminated, and washed with 15mL of PBS.
Washed cell pellet was stored in -80oC until further steps could be performed.
3. Coating magnet beads with antibody (S9.6)—
For each strain in the ChIP, 40µL of Novex dynabeads Protein G magnet beads (Novex
Cat No.10004D) was added to an Eppendorf tube and inserted into a magnet holder so
that the clear liquid waste could be removed. The beads were then mixed in with 80µL
PBS+BSA and 4µL of the antibody. The resulting solution was kept at 4oC on rocking
platform until ready to perform Step IV.6.
4. Cell lysis and DNA shearing –
Thawed cell pellets from Step IV.1 were resuspended in 600µL FA Lysis (+Protease
16

inhibitor + PMSF) Buffer and transferred to a sterile Cryotube. Then, the cells were lysed
via the addition of disruption beads and alternating cycles of vortex and ice for a total of
30 minutes. Then, a 25G needle was used to poke a hole at the bottom of the tube, and the
whole tube placed in a 15mL Falcon tube for centrifugation at 2000RPM for 5 minutes to
elute the liquid (but not the beads) from the Cryotube. Precipitates in the Falcon tube
were resuspended in 400µL FA Lysis buffer and then transferred to sonication tubes.
Sonication conditions were as follows: High setting for 5 cycles of 30 seconds on and 30
seconds off at 4oC. After sonication, solutions were centrifuged and 350µL of supernatant
set aside as “Input” sample while 50µL was set aside as “IP” sample. “Input” sample was
stored at -20oC until needed.
5. Wash antibody-coated magnet beads –
Antibody-coated magnet beads were removed from cold room and placed in magnet
holder to remove the liquid waste. Then, 80µL of FA Lysis buffer was added and solution
placed on ice for 5 minutes. Another 40µL FA Lysis buffer was added to the beads
6. Immunoprecipitation and washing of the beads –
40µL of the antibody-coated magnet bead solution was added to the “IP” sample and
placed on rocking platform at 4oC overnight. Then, liquid waste was removed using
magnet, and beads were washed twice using 600µL FA Lysis buffer and shaken for 5 min
at 4oC. Then, beads were washed with 600µL wash buffer and shaken for 10 min at 4oC.
Liquid waste was once again removed before a final wash with 600µL of 1xTE buffer,
shaken for 1 min at 4oC. Liquid waste was removed, and 100µLof ChIP elution buffer
was added to each sample followed by vortexing for 10 seconds. Samples underwent
incubation for 15 min. at 65oC and placed into magnet holder. Then, 100µL of separated
liquid was transferred to become the new “IP” sample with approximately volume of
200µL.
7. Crosslink reversal –
To standardize the volume between the “IP” and the “INPUT” samples, 150µL of ChIP
elution buffer was added to the “INPUT” sample to bring the final volume up to 200µL.
20µL of 20mg/mL Pronase was added to each sample and incubated for 2 hours at 42oC
followed by 65oC for overnight incubation.
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8. Phenol chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation of DNA –
Standard phenol chloroform extraction and subsequent ethanol precipitation of both the
reverse-cross-linked “IP” and “INPUT” samples was performed. Final DNA pellets were
resuspended in 50µL of super H2O and stored in -20oC.
9. Quantitative/Real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) –
The precipitated DNA was analyzed by real-time PCR by using an Applied Biosystem
7300 real-time PCR system with SYBR green (Roche) DNA staining. 1:10 dilutions of
the IP samples and 1:200 dilutions of the INPUT samples were used. The following
primer sets were used (see Figure 24 and 25 for annealing locations):
•

“CAG” locus = newCAGfor and T720B

•

“MMRI” locus = (forward) 1788 and (reverse) 1789

•

“Across G4T4” locus = (forward) 2052 and (reverse) 2051

•

“Proximal to G4T4” locus = (forward) 947 and (reverse) 948
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Results:
I. Mutant Strain Construction
Knockouts using TRP marker: rev1Δrad30Δ, rad18Δ, trf4Δrad18Δ

– 1KB

A

B

Figure 13: (A) Schematic diagram and corresponding PCR amplification result of REV1::TRP knockout
fragment. (B) Schematic diagram and corresponding PCR amplification result of RAD18::TRP knockout
fragment. Both fragments were amplified from TRP1 gene from pFa plasmid CHF#137 (see Figure 12).
Expected product of ~1.0kb was obtained for both PCR’s. Purple regions represent sequences homologous to
40bp directly upstream and downstream of deleted gene’s ORF.

For all mutants that used TRP1 as the knocked-in marker gene, the knockout fragments
(REV1::TRP for rev1Δrad30Δ and trf4Δrev1Δrad30Δ, RAD18::TRP for both rad18Δ and
trf4Δrad18Δ) had an expected fragment size of ~1.0kb (Longtine et al 1998), which was
visualized and extracted from the 2% MetaPhor +
EtBr gel for each respective transformation
(Figure 13).
Transformation of the knockout fragments
into their respective parents strains (Table 1)
resulted in some transformant colonies on the
selective YC-Leu-Ura-Trp plates. PCR
amplification with primers across the 5’ and 3’
junction of the integrated TRP gene in the locus of

Figure 14: Schematic diagram showing primer
annealing locations and corresponding checks via
PCR for saved rev1Δrad30Δ transformants.
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the deleted gene and an additional PCR with primers
internal to the deleted ORF were used to check the
transformant colonies (see Supplementary Table 1 for
expected product sizes for each primer set). Two
rev1Δrad30Δ colonies were saved as glycerol stocks
(CHF#3487, 3488) (Figure 14). Two trf4Δrad18Δ
colonies were saved as glycerol stocks (CHF #3672,
Figure 15: Schematic diagram showing
primer annealing locations and corresponding
checks via PCR for saved trf4Δrad18Δ
transformants.

3673) and one rad18Δ colony was saved as a glycerol
stock (CHF#3379) (Figure 15). All saved
transformants were verified by tract length PCR in

order to verify that they still had a CAG-70 tract (not shown).
Knockouts using KAN: rev3Δrad30Δ, rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ

For all mutants that used KANMX6 as the knocked-in marker gene, the knockout
fragments (REV3::KAN) had an expected fragment size of ~1.5kb (Longtine et al 1998), which
was visualized and extracted from the 2%
MetaPhor + EtBr gel for each respective
transformation (Figure 16).
Transformation of the knockout fragments
into respective parents strains (Table 1) resulted in
some transformant colonies on the YEPD-G418
drug plates. PCR amplification with primers
across the 5’ junction of the integrated KAN in
the locus of the deleted Rev3 and primers internal

Figure 16: Schematic diagram and corresponding
PCR amplification result of REV3::KAN knockout
fragment amplified from KANMX6 gene from pFa
plasmid CHF#136 (see Figure 12). Expected
product of ~1.5kb was obtained for both PCR’s.
Purple region represents sequences homologous to
40bp directly upstream and downstream of REV3
ORF.
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to the deleted Rev3 ORF
were used to check the
transformant colonies for
Figure 17: Schematic diagram
showing primer annealing locations
and corresponding checks via PCR
for saved rev3Δrad30 transformants.

rev3Δrad30Δ (Appendix
Table 1). Two colonies
were saved as glycerol

stocks (CHF #3508, 3509) (Figure 17). A final tract length PCR was performed on obtained
transformants in order to verify that they still had a CAG-70 tract (not shown). For the triple TLS
mutant, rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ, several transformants were checked using 4 different PCR primer
sets – across 5’ junction, across 3’ junction, internal to Rev3 ORF, and across the entire locus –
in order to ensure that the important triple mutant was indeed missing all TLS polymerases. Two
colonies were saved as glycerol stocks (CHF#3725, 3726) (Figure 18).

Figure 18: Four PCR checks
for transformants of triple TLS
mutant, rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ. T1
was saved as glycerol stock
CHF#3725. Tract length PCR
was conducted on T1 to verify
that mutant maintained 70 CAG
repeats. (-) control used was
WT (CHF#1628) and (+) was
Rev3::KAN (CHF #3480, 3481)

Using HIS marker: pMet25-RNH1 trf4Δ
For all mutants that used HIS3MX6 as the knocked-in marker gene, the knockout
fragments (TRF4::HIS3 for the pMet25-RNH1 trf4Δ mutant) had an expected fragment size of
~1.3kb (Longtine et al 1998), which was visualized and extracted from the 2% MetaPhor + EtBr
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gel for each respective transformation (Figure 19).
Transformation of the TRF4::HIS3MX6
fragment into parent strain pMet25-RNH1 WT
resulted in two transformant colonies on the
selective YC-Leu-Ura-His plates. PCR
amplification with primers across the 5’ and 3’
junction of the integrated HIS gene in and an
additional PCR with primers internal to the deleted
TRF4 were used to check the transformant

Figure 19: Schematic diagram and corresponding
PCR amplification result of TRF4::HIS3
knockout fragment amplified from HIS3MX6
gene from pFa plasmid CHF#138 (see Figure 12).
Expected product of ~1.4kb was obtained. Purple
regions represent sequences homologous to 40bp
directly upstream and downstream of TRF4 ORF

colonies (Appendix Table 1). Only one pMet25RNH1 trf4Δ colony turned out to be a true mutant and it was saved as glycerol stock CHF #3738
(T2, Figure 20). A tract length PCR was performed on the obtained pMet25-RNH1 trf4Δ
transformant in order to verify that it still had a CAG-70 tract (not shown).

Figure 20: Schematic diagram showing primer
annealing locations and corresponding checks via
PCR for saved pMet25-RNH1 trf4Δ transformant.
T2 was verified as true mutant, and WT (CHF
#1628) was used as control.

II. MMS Sensitivity Assay to Verify TLS Mutants Phenotype
A spot assay using 0.08% concentration of the Methyl Methanesulfonate (MMS) was
used as a secondary measure to verify the phenotype of the TLS mutants. MMS methylates DNA
in a manner that leads to replication fork stalling, so DNA damage tolerance pathways, such as
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TLS, are required to overcome the damage. Mutants lacking particular proteins functioning in
these pathways are known to be MMS-sensitive (MMSs), so it was expected that the rev1Δ,
rev3Δ, rev1Δrad30Δ, rev3Δrad30Δ, and rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ mutants would all show
sensitivity to MMS treatment. Rad30Δ is not known to be sensitive to MMS. Rad18Δ is known
to be highly sensitive to MMS, so it was used as a positive control, and a WT strain was used as
a negative control for the assay. The results of the MMS spot assay mostly exactly as expected,
indicating that the TLS mutants exhibit the phenotypes reflective of their missing polymerases
(Figure 21). One of the triple mutants, rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ (CHF #3725), seemed to exhibit a
decreased sensitivity to MMS, which is slightly problematic because it was expected to be at
least as sensitive as the single or double mutants containing rev1Δ or rev3Δ. However, earlier
results from a preliminary MMS sensitivity assay using the very same strain demonstrated the
expected sensitivity (Appendix Figure 6), and the fragility assays using this specific strain were
conducted at the same time as this previous MMS experiment.
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Figure 21: Results for MMS Sensitivity Spot Assays for all TLS single, double, and triple mutants. WT CAG-70
strain (CHF#1628) served as an internal negative control that was not sensitive to MMS and grew in all
conditions. Rad18Δ (CHF #3379) was used as an internal positive control because it is known to be highly
sensitive to MMS. To ensure that all plates were viable for cell growth, all spots were plated onto both a YCLeu-Ura control plate (standard growth media) and the 0.08%MMS plate. All mutants containing rev1Δ and/or
rev3Δ were MMSS, as expected, and rad30Δ mutants did not show pronounced MMSS, as was also expected.

III. Fragility Assays for TLS Polymerase Mutants
Fluctuation assays were performed to obtain average fragility rates for all single, double,
and triple TLS mutants. Normal yeast chromosomes have a URA3 gene whose presence makes
the cells sensitive to 5-Fluoroorotic acid (FOA). This URA3 gene is embedded between
CAG/CTG repeat sequence and the telomere seed sequence (Figure 22). When repeat expansions
occur and create fragile sites, the chromosome can break, separating the arm of the chromosome
that contains the URA3 marker. The chromosome can “heal” itself by reforming a telomere from
the telomere seed sequence, and this newly reformed chromosome is now FOA resistant (FOAR).
Therefore, fluctuation assays
look at the amount of FOAR
colonies that are present after
Figure 22: Diagram of yeast chromosomes that are FOA-sensitive and
FOA-resistant. The FOA R chromosome is missing the arm containing the
URA3 gene due to breakage at the CAG/CTG repeat sequences.

several doublings occur in
culture as a determinant for the

average rate of breakage and fragility caused by repeat expansions.
Previous work in the lab had already produced several mutants missing one of the known
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TLS polymerases, and fragility rates for the single mutants had already been obtained. I
performed additional fluctuation assays for the double mutants, rev1Δrad30Δ (CHF #3487,
3488) and rev3Δrad30Δ (CHF #3508, 3509), and triple mutant, rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ (CHF #3725,
3726), to obtain sufficient data to determine average fragility rates. An additional quadruple
mutant, ctf18Δrev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ, was constructed and fragility levels determined in the same
manner by another member of the lab.
For each mutant, initial O.D. and final O.D. readings of the 1mL YC-Leu culture of one
arbitrarily selected colony were taken in order to monitor the number of doublings that occurred
during the overnight (~14 to 16 hours) incubation period. All assays allowed for only 6 to 8
doublings, providing a standardized amount of time allowed for breakage events to occur in
culture. Calculation of the raw data for each fragility assay using the online FALCOR Maximum
Likelihood Method provided the average mutation rate for mutant (Appendix Table 3).

Figure 23: Overall Fragility Data for all TLS
Polymerase Mutants. Each bar represents the
average fragility rate for the mutant with standard
error bars. The data reflects 4 assays (JN data) for
rev1Δ (CHF #3479, 3480, 3393), 4 assays (JN
data) for rev3Δ (CHF #3481, 3482), 4 assays (JN
data) for rad30Δ (CFY #3485, 3486), 5 assays
(JN and my data) for rev1Δrad30Δ (CHF#3487,
3488), 3 assays (JN and my data) for
rev3Δrad30Δ (CHF#3508, 3509), and 3 assays
for rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ (CHF #3725, 3726).
None of the mutants showed significantly
increased levels of fragility over WT.

A summary of the collective fragility data for all the TLS polymerase mutants created
show that none of the mutants exhibit increased fragility levels over WT (Figure 23). It was
originally thought that the triple mutant, rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ, might show increased fragility
since the TLS pathway is completely eliminated and the proposed hypothesis was that TLS
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functions to prevent repeat fragility, but the results indicate that this is not necessarily the case.
Interestingly, the rev3Δrad30Δ mutant showed the highest fragility level of all the TLS mutants,
which is not altogether unsurprising because deletion of Rev3 and Rad30 eliminates the main
TLS polymerases and the presence of Rev1 might actually increase fragility since this specific
polymerase could be randomly inserting C’s opposite of lesion sites. Insertion of random C’s
could result in a mismatched base-pairing that would signal nucleases or repair proteins that
create nicks that could lead to breakage events. Another prediction for why the triple TLS mutant
did not show increased fragility on its own was that TLS was only important in the absence of
important replication fork-stabilizing factors, like Ctf18. However, the quadruple mutant’s low
fragility level seemingly invalidates this
prediction, suggesting that perhaps the
Rad6/Rad18-dependent DDT pathways
don’t contribute as heavily to repeat
maintenance as the other branch of DNA
damage tolerance signaled by SUMOylation of the same key residue, Lysine
164 (Figure 2).
IV. Fragility Assays for Trf4 Mutants
Using the same fluctuation assay as
for the TLS polymerase mutants (Figure
22), fragility data as indicated by FOAR
was determined for newly created
trf4Δrad18Δ to draw a comparison with

Figure 24: Overall Fragility Data for all TRF4-Related
Mutants. Each bar represents the average fragility rate for the
mutant with standard error bars). The data reflects 3 assays (LV
data) for trf4Δ (CHF #1977), 3 assays (LV data) for rad6Δ
(CHF #2246, 2247), 3 assays (LV data) for trf4Δrad6Δ (CHF
#2248, 2249), 6 assays (JN data) for rad18Δ (CHF #3393), and
3 assays (KW data) for trf4Δrad18Δ (CHF #3672, 3673).
Asterisk (*) indicates increased fragility levels over WT, but
none of the other mutants showed significantly increased levels
of fragility over WT. None of the double mutants showed
increased fragility over corresponding single mutants. Asterisk
(*) indicates significant increase over WT.
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trf4Δrad6Δ fragility levels (see Appendix Table 4). As was expected, fragility levels for the
trf4Δrad18Δ mutant exhibited the same suppression phenotype as seen in the trf4Δrad6Δ
mutant (Figure 24, see Appendix Figure 5). Since both double mutants exhibit fragility levels
similar to that of their respective single mutants and suppression to WT levels, Trf4 is placed
downstream of Rad6/Rad18. As for the trf4Δrev1Δrev3Δ mutant, the fragility data was
inconclusive, but preliminary data indicated that this triple mutant exhibited fragility levels not
significantly different from that of the single trf4Δ mutant (and therefore, increased over WT).
V. R-loop Accumulation at CAG Repeats in Trf4Δ mutants

A

B

C

Figure 25: Preliminary qPCR data from ChIP for presence of R-loops at several loci in trf4Δ (#1977) mutant vs.
WT (CHF #766) strain. (A) Schematic diagram of amplification product of primers used in qPCR for each loci
examined (B) Comparison of raw IP/Input data shows a ~3 fold increase in R-loops at the CAG locus whereas
the other loci have relatively similar levels of R-loops. (C) Normalization of qPCR data to internal control locus,
MMR1, demonstrates same effect as shown in IP/Input graph. CAG locus showed almost 2-fold increase in Rloops over WT, an effect that is specific to only the CAG locus.

One way to test the mRNA processing model of Trf4’s function was to quantify the
amount of R-loops present specifically at the repeats. Preliminary data from initial ChIP
experiments suggested an increased presence of R-loops at CAG repeats in trf4Δ mutants
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(Figure 25), which provided support for the hypothesis that an accumulation of R-loops could
explain the increased fragility seen in trf4Δ. However, there were a few nuances to note for this
initial experiment: First, the G4T4 telomere seed sequence is also highly repetitive, making it
prone to the formation of R-loops as well. However, this effect only accounts for a small portion
of the increase at most since the small increases in R-loops detected by the “proximal” primer
set, could be due to CAG or G4T4.. Secondly, the WT (CHF#766) data used as the negative
control for comparison in this experiment was from a ChIP done previously by another member
in the lab, introducing room for discrepancies especially since DNA recovery efficiency is
heavily influenced by the conditions of each ChIP (i.e. sonication efficacy, amount of DNA
precipitated from both the IP and input samples, efficiency of the antibody recognition of
RNA:DNA hybrids, etc.)

A

B

C

Figure 26: qPCR data from second ChIP for presence of R-loops at several loci in trf4Δ (#1977) mutant vs. WT
(CHF #1628) strain. (A) Schematic diagram of amplification product of primers used in qPCR for each loci
examined (B) Comparison of raw IP/Input data shows a reverse trend in R-loops at the CAG locus compared to
initial ChIP whereas R-loop data for other loci appear as expected. (C) Normalization of qPCR data to internal
control locus, MMR1, demonstrates same results as shown in IP/Input graph, and R-loop data for all loci
appeared reversed for this ChIP, thereby confusing the results between the two ChIP experiments.
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To troubleshoot these results, a second R-loop ChIP for both WT (CHF#1628) and trfΔ
(CHF #1977) was performed again, this time with a primer set amplifying across the entire G4T4
sequence instead of the “proximal” primer. Unfortunately, this second ChIP and qPCR produced
confusing results, with the mutant showing generally lower R-loop levels at all the primer loci,
especially at the CAG repeats. This difference can most likely be explained by issues in the
experiment protocol itself (leading to inaccurate results) as opposed to truly being reflective of
what’s occurring in the trf4Δ mutant (Figure 26).

Discussion
The TLS Story
In order to determine the role that the TLS polymerases play in protecting against CAG
repeat fragility, comprehensive data for all single, double, and triple polymerase knockouts must
be examined. Fragility data of the single and double mutants with the CAG-70 tract length had
suggested there could be a compensation effect amongst the polymerases when one or more of
them are missing, yet, knocking out all three TLS polymerases in conjunction also did not show
a synergistic increase in fragility. However, this is not altogether surprising since the
pol30K164R mutant itself had close to WT levels of fragility (2-fold increase), and the
synergistic increase in fragility only occurred when Ctf18 was also missing. Based on this logic,
though, it was expected that if TLS were to bypass hairpins, the ctf18Δrev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ
quadruple mutant would exhibit the same synergistic increase in fragility as the
ctf18Δpol30K164R mutant. However, this was not the case as the quadruple mutant,
ctf18Δrev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ, exhibited fragility levels comparable to WT, and more closely, the
rev3Δrad30Δ mutant. Therefore, it was concluded that in the absence of Ctf18, neither of the
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Rad6/Rad18-signaled DDT pathways, TLS, nor template-switching, are needed to prevent repeat
fragility.
Thus, the most likely explanation for the synergistically increased fragility of
ctf18Δpol30K164R mutants shifts over to the third function of PCNA modification: the Sumoylation pathway that inhibits Rad51-mediated homologous recombination. Coincidentally,
PCNA can be Sumo-ylated by two other factors, Ubc9 and Siz1, at the same lysine 164 residue
that is ubiquitylated by Rad6/Rad18, so it’s likely that this third pathway is most essential in the
context of an unstable replication fork, as is the case in ctf18Δ mutants. Recent findings by
another member of the Freudenreich lab, Jennifer Nguyen, have bolstered this hypothesis,
highlighting the association of a particular helicase, Srs2, with Sumo-ylated PCNA and its
subsequent effect in unwinding hairpins to prevent repeat fragility. In addition, she also found
that a mutation of both Srs2 and Ctf18 gives a synergistic level of fragility. Thus, the more likely
theory at this point is that in the absence of Ctf18, recruitment of factors like Srs2 to Sumoylated PCNA is needed to prevent repeat fragility.
There are a few caveats to note that perhaps leave room for uncertainty about the
gathered data. Firstly, there is a possibility that the data for the triple mutant (particularly strain
#3725) has error since the MMSS assay indicated a diminished mutant phenotype in the second
round of assays. Since about half a year passed between the first and second round of assays, it’s
possible that the diminished sensitivity observed in the second round of assays was reflective of
the mutant picking up random suppressor mutations that allow the cell to function “normally”
despite the missing polymerases. This is not uncommon, especially for mutants that are
particularly sick as would be expected for cells lacking all three TLS polymerases, which is why
most of the fragility data is typically obtained as quickly as possible after the creation of the
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strain. Thus, to better grasp what is occurring in terms of fragility for the triple mutant, it would
be beneficial to perform a few more fluctuation assays using the other triple mutant strain (CHF
#3726).
To wrap up the TLS story, regardless of the fact that none of the TLS polymerase
mutants showed increased fragility, the negative result still provided insight into ctf18Δ fragility
by ruling out one of the two DDT pathways in question and pointing the investigation in the
direction of the PCNA Sumo-ylation—SRS2 pathway.
The TRF4 Story
As of now, neither the TLS model nor the R-loop model can be used to explain trf4Δ
fragility because further experiments need to be performed. The results of the trf4Δrad18Δ were
informative in that they provided more evidence for a TLS-associated (or, perhaps even more
broadly, DDT-associated) role for Trf4. Some other experiments that may prove interesting for
testing this hypothesis could be to determine the fragility rate for a mutant lacking both Trf4 and
the key TLS polymerases – trf4Δrev3Δrad30Δ. Several attempts to construct this mutant have
been made, but unfortunately, the strain has proven difficult to obtain via transformation, and
there is a slight chance that this could be indicative that missing both Trf4 and the major TLS
polymerases is lethal to the cell. The preliminary data for a similar mutant, trf4Δrev1Δrad30Δ
(CHF #3303) gives a puzzling result – since the fragility for this triple mutant does not seem
increased over trf4Δ but increased over both WT and rev1Δrad30Δ mutants, the model of Trf4
functioning as an additional important polymerase in TLS to perhaps bypass lesions or hairpin
(and therefore, also functioning downstream of Rad6/Rad18) appears flawed. However, not
enough assays have been conducted for this particular mutant, and there is some concern that this
triple mutant might not be exhibiting the true mutant phenotype since fragility assays performed
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about a year after the mutant was constructed have drastically different results than the initial
round of assays performed immediately after the mutant was obtained (See Appendix Table 4).
Furthermore, this mutant was particularly sick and slow growing, even in normal growth media
that the yeast cells typically thrive in, thereby making it an overall unstable mutant to work with.
In the meantime, it seems more beneficial to try and shed light upon the second
hypothesis involved in the Trf4 story: the elevated trf4Δ fragility is caused by an accumulation
of R-loops due to an inability for Trf4 (and its associated TRAMP complex) to carry out its
normal mRNA surveillance function. An additional R-loop ChIP should be performed to resolve
the major discrepancy observed between the first and second ChIP experiment data sets; if future
data were to be reflective of the preliminary data generated by the first ChIP, it would certainly
provide a convincing argument for Trf4 functioning specifically to reduce the amount of R-loops
formed at the CAG repeats. Examining fragility levels for mutants with up-regulated endogenous
RNH1 would be an additional method of determining whether mRNA surveillance functions to
protect against repeat fragility. Presently, the mutant and control strains – both with a mechanism
to up-regulate RNH1 – have been created and verified to be true mutants. However, all attempted
fragility assays for this experiment have been unsuccessful perhaps due to the difficulty of cell
growth in media lacking methionine, so no further conclusions can be drawn at the time for the
R-loop model of trf4Δ fragility. And finally, analysis of a third mutant, trf4Δrnh1Δrnh201Δ,
would be useful because not only would the mutant show an increased formation of R-loops (to
at least trf4Δ levels) but also a decreased ability to eliminate these fragility-inducing structures
(due to the lack of RNH ribonucleases for targeted degradation).
To wrap up the TRF4 story, both models for what contributes to the fragility seen in the
single trf4Δ are currently being tested for a better understanding of the underlying function of the
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TRF4 gene in preventing repeat fragility. No conclusive data can be stated for the meantime.
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Appendices
Appendix Table 1: Primer Sets and Expected Fragment Sizes Used for all PCR’s
Purpose of
PCR

Forward
Primer #

Reverse
Primer #

Description of Amplification Product

Expected
Band Size

Tract length

newCAG
for

newCAG
rev

Standard lab primers to amplify across CAG repeat tract

380bp
(CAG-70)

1372

1373

Rev1 KO fragment off of pFa plasmid TRP gene

~1500bp

1389

1390

Rev3 KO fragment off of pFa plasmid KAN gene

~1500bp

1198

1199

Rad18 KO fragment off of pFa plasmid TRP gene

~1000bp

1134

1135

Trf4 KO fragment off of pFa plasmid HIS gene

~1400bp

1374

140

83

1669

1667

1668

1391

15

16

1836

16

1666

1664

1665

1391

1836

1521

140

1535

1156

610

375

1618

1663

1661

1662

1528

1314

692

1660

1658

1659

Amplify KO
Fragments

Verify all
rev1Δ::TRP
containing
mutants

Verify all
rev3Δ::KAN
containing
mutants

Verify all
rad18Δ::TRP
containing
mutants
Verify all
trf4Δ::HIS3
containing
mutants

Verify all
rad30Δ::HYG
containing
mutants

Across 3’ junction of TRP gene and REV1 upstream
sequence to verify proper marker integration
Across 5’ junction of KAN gene and REV3 downstream
sequence to verify proper marker integration
Internal to REV1 ORF; PCR product should NOT be
visible in true mutants, only REV1-containing strains
Across 3’ junction of KAN gene and REV3 upstream
sequence to verify proper marker integration
Across 5’ junction of KAN gene and REV3 downstream
sequence to verify proper marker integration
Across 5’ junction of KAN gene and REV3 downstream
sequence to verify proper marker integration
Internal to REV3 ORF; PCR product should NOT be
visible in true mutants, only REV3-containing strains
Across entire locus of either KAN marker (for rev3Δ
mutants) or REV3 ORF (for WT strains)
Across 3’ junction of TRP gene and RAD18 upstream
sequence to verify proper marker integration
Internal to RAD18 ORF; PCR product should NOT be
visible in true mutants, only RAD18-containing strains
Across 3’ junction of KAN gene and REV3 upstream
sequence to verify proper marker integration
Across 5’ junction of KAN gene and REV3 downstream
sequence to verify proper marker integration
Internal to REV3 ORF; PCR product should NOT be
visible in true mutants, only REV3-containing strains
Across 3’ junction of HPH gene and RAD30 upstream
sequence to verify proper marker integration
Across 5’ junction of HPH gene and RAD30
downstream sequence to verify marker integration
Internal to RAD30 ORF; PCR product should NOT be
visible in true mutants, only RAD30-containing strains

908bp
277bp
1978bp
546bp
724bp
688bp
1834bp
1992bp (rev3Δ)
4992bp (WT)
950bp
~1500bp
1363bp
600bp
~1000bp
1253bp
1180bp
1378bp
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Appendix Figure 2: PCR Verification of all rad30Δ-containing mutants (not constructed by me)

A

B

5’ junction chk
(1528, 1314)

3’ junction chk
(692, 1660)

C
(A) Schematic diagram showing primer annealing locations and corresponding checks via PCR for rad30::HYG
marker integration and Rad30 ORF absence. (B) PCR results for checks in rad30Δ (CHF #3485, 3486), and
rev3Δrad30Δ (CHF #3508, 3509). (C) PCR results for checks in rev3Δrad30Δ (CHF #3508, 3509) mutants. All
mutants showed proper marker integration and ORF absences as demonstrated by bands of expected sizes (see
Appendix Table 1).
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Appendix Table 3: Data for FOAR Levels Used for Average Fragility Levels of TLS mutants
Mutant

Strain #

Tract

Assay #

Assay Type

By

FOAR Rate (x10^-6)

3479

CAG-70

1

10 colony

JN

2.59

3480

CAG-70

2

1 colony

JN

11.46

3393

CAG-70

3

1 colony

JN

7.69

3393

CAG-70

4

10 colony

JN

7.13

3481

CAG-70

1

1 colony

JN

7.10

3481

CAG-70

2

1 colony

JN

17.36

3482

CAG-70

3

1 colony

JN

11.50

3482

CAG-70

4

10 colony

JN

3.26

3486

CAG-70

1

10 colony

JN

13.85

3486

CAG-70

2

10 colony

JN

12.00

3486

CAG-70

3

1 colony

JN

12.47

3485

CAG-70

4

10 colony

JN

15.45

3487

CAG-70

1

10 colony

JN

6.05

3487

CAG-70

2

10 colony

JN

6.65

3488

CAG-70

3

1 colony

JN

13.65

3487

CAG-70

4

9 colony

KW

6.49

3488

CAG-70

5

9 colony

KW

5.90

3508

CAG-70

1

10 colony

JN

10.42

3508

CAG-70

2

7 colony

KW

28.47

3509

CAG-70

3

8 colony

KW

21.26

3725

CAG-70

1

8 colony

KW

14.33

3725

CAG-70

2

9 colony

KW

6.84

3726

CAG-70

3

10 colony

KW

5.92

3749

CAG-70

1

7 colony

JN

37.55

3749

CAG-70

2

9 colony

JN

17.62

3750

CAG-70

3

10 colony

JN

20.59

3750

CAG-70

4

10 colony

JN

22.28

rev1Δ

7.22

rev3Δ

9.81

rad30Δ

rev1Δrad30Δ

rev3Δrad30Δ

rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ

rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ
ctf18Δ

Average

13.44

7.75

20.05

9.03

24.5
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Appendix Table 4: Data for FOAR Levels Used for Average Fragility Levels of TLS mutants
Mutant

trf4Δ

rad5Δ

trf4Δrad5Δ

rad6Δ

trf4Δrad6Δ

Strain #

Tract

Assay #

Assay Type

By

FOAR Rate (x10^-6)

1977

CAG-70

1

10 colony

LV

39.13

1977

CAG-70

2

10 colony

LV

62.74

1977

CAG-70

3

10 colony

LV

75.31

1666

CAG-70

1

10 colony

LV

16.59

1666

CAG-70

2

10 colony

LV

5.49

1666

CAG-70

3

10 colony

LV

7.35

2092

CAG-70

1

10 colony

LV

56.85

2091

CAG-70

2

10 colony

LV

60.14

2092

CG-70

3

10 colony

LV

75.88

2246

CAG-70

1

10 colony

LV

7.59

2247

CAG-70

2

10 colony

LV

7.96

2246

CAG-70

3

1 colony

LV

8.35

2248

CAG-70

1

10 colony

LV

12.76

2249

CAG-70

2

10 colony

LV

13.41

2248

CAG-70

3

10 colony

LV

7.72

3379

CAG-70

1

1 colony

JN

9.94

3379

CAG-70

2

10 colony

JN

17.74

3379

CAG-70

3

10 colony

JN

23.32

3379

CAG-70

4

10 colony

JN

11.26

3379

CAG-70

5

10 colony

JN

23.43

3379

CAG-70

6

10 colony

JN

24.17

3672

CAG-70

1

10 colony

KW

19.23

3673

CAG-70

2

10 colony

KW

27.04

3672

CAG-70

3

10 colony

KW

13.46

3303

CAG-70

1

10 colony

KW

48.66

3303

CAG-70

2

10 colony

KW

43.86

3303

CAG-70

3

10 colony

KW

26.18

3303

CAG-70

4

10 colony

KW

12.90

rad18Δ

trf4Δrad18Δ

trf4Δrev1Δrad30Δ

Average

59.06

9.81

64.29

7.97

11.30

18.31

19.91

46.26
(From
2014)
(From 2015)
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Appendix Figure 5: PCR Verification of trf4Δ-containing mutants (not constructed by me)

A

B

C
ORF absence chk (1661, 1662)

ORF absence chk (1661, 1662)

(A) Schematic diagram showing primer annealing locations and corresponding checks via PCR for
TRF4::HIS marker integration and TRF4 ORF absence. (B) PCR results for 5’ and 3’ junction checks in
trf4Δrad6Δ (CHF #2248, 2249), and trf4Δrad18Δ (CHF #3672, 3673). (C) PCR results for TRF4 ORF
absence checks in trf4Δrad6Δ (CHF #2248, 2249), trf4Δrad18Δ (CHF #3672, 3673), and trf4Δrad6Δ
(CHF #2091, 2092). All mutants showed proper marker integration and ORF absences as demonstrated
by bands of expected sizes (see Appendix Table 1). trf4Δrad6Δ (CHF #2091, 2092) check shows a
background band around ~950bp that is present in the positive control trf4Δ (CHF#1977), which might
appear concerning but they are not the expected fragment size for a present TRF4 ORF.
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Appendix Figure 6: Additional MMS Sensitivity Assays for rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ (CHF #3725)

Results for initial round of MMS Sensitivity Spot Assays for all TLS single, double, and triple mutants: WT
CAG-70 strain (CHF#1628) served as an internal negative control that was not sensitive to MMS and grew in all
conditions. Rad18Δ (CHF #3379) was used as an internal positive control because it is known to be highly
sensitive to MMS. Triple mutant rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ (CHF #3725) show proper MMSS whereas the second
strain of the triple mutant (CHF#3726) interestingly showed less MMSS , but this is most likely due to an issue
with the plate itself since both double mutants, rev1Δrad30Δ and rev3Δrad30Δ, also did not show a high MMSS.
This assay was conducted shortly after the construction of the PCR-verified Triple TLS mutant strains, thereby
providing support that rev1Δrev3Δrad30Δ (CHF#3725) is indeed exhibiting the true mutant phenotype.
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